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Augmenting teaching with visualization can help students understand concepts better. Researchers have leveraged visualization to
teach conventional mathematics some examples being spatial and origami visualizations. Apart from conventional mathematics,
systems such as mental arithmetic involve techniques for rapid calculation without the use of any computing tools and hence have
been used in developing computational competence among students. Vedic Mathematics is one such set of techniques for mental
computation. However, there is a lack of technical tools which tackle mental arithmetic concepts and provide aid in the teaching of
these topics to school students. Therefore, we propose VedicViz, a web portal that provides dynamic visualization of mathematical
operations such as addition, multiplication and square root calculation, based on techniques in Vedic Mathematics. The web portal
also provides visualization that enables learners to compare and contrast the mental mathematics based approach with the traditional
methods for various inputs and operations. We evaluated VedicViz with 20 volunteers, who were in their high school education level.
They found our web portal to be useful in practicing and learning to use the methods to perform various mathematical operations.
CCS Concepts: • Applied computing → Computer-assisted instruction; • Mathematics of computing → Mathematical software;
• Human-centered computing → Visualization systems and tools.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Mental arithmetic, visualization; vedic maths; mathematics
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INTRODUCTION

Visualization has been augmented with the teaching of several concepts in multiple domains such as physics, programming, mathematics and literature to name a few [15, 16, 37, 40]. Teaching various algorithms in programming
domains such as sorting algorithms through visualization has been observed to improve concept acquisition over
non-visualized teaching [38]. Various mathematical concepts such as geometry and linear algebra have also been taught
using visualization to enhance conceptual learning and ease the level of understanding [11, 30, 35].
Mental mathematics is an area which has been explored as way of developing ‘relational understanding’ of mathematics [21]. It involves performing calculations in ones own head without the support of any tools. Vedic Mathematics
is one such system which is popular in India [36, 39]. Vedic Mathematics principles have been used in various scenarios
to reduce computation times [13]. Faster additions and multiplications are of extreme importance in Digital Signal
Processing, especially in designing convolutions and digital filters [2, 20]. Sushma et al. describe the use of ancient
Vedic Mathematics techniques to develop a high-speed compressor based multiplier [20]. This approach turned out to
be nearly two times faster than the popular methods of multiplication during their evaluation [20]. Arunachalam et al.
describe the implementation of fast fourier transforms (FFT) using Vedic Mathematics algorithms, which had significant
performance improvements as compared to conventional FFT [2]. Vedic principles have also been implemented on a
FPGA to reduce delays in square and cube computations of binary numbers [26]. Knowledge of vedic systems ad other
ancient Indian scriptures is also considered to contribute to better meta-cognitive learning capabilities [9].
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According to Mudali et. al. proper graphical visualisation is essential for students to comprehend mathematics and

their ability is dependent on the media used by their teachers for visualisation [32]. Even though Vedic Mathematics is
being used for various purposes, there are no approaches that use visualization to teach Vedic Mathematics or other
systems of mental mathematics in the literature like the Trachtenberg system [42]. Existing ways of teaching mental
arithmetic are limited to reading texts and video tutorials. These can be supplemented with visualizations to improve
the understandability and comprehension of Vedic concepts.
Vedic Mathematics finds application in not only the arithmetic domain, but also in algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
calculus and applied mathematics by supplementing the usual methods and helping speed up calculations done mentally
[41]. Hence, we propose VedicViz, to help teach mental arithmetic through visualizations. We take the example of
Vedic Mathematics System in this paper. VedicViz enables users to perform the desired computation for the selected
mathematical operation depicting both traditional and mental mathematics workflows. In this paper we describe its use
towards visualizing Vedic Mathematics as an example of the same. We used feedback from school math teachers while
building the tool and evaluated it with high school students. The primary of objective of VedicViz is to aid students learn
the methods involved in mental arithmetic systems such as sutras in Vedic Mathematics using dynamic visualizations.
The usefulness of VedicViz as a teaching aid was validated by surveying high school level students and their teachers
who are the main target audience for this tool.
2

RELATED WORK

Researchers have adopted various teaching aids and specifically visualizations to improve quality of teaching and
learning in multiple fields [3, 7, 12, 22]. We can also observe a rise in interest in utilisation of visualisation to teach
students [31] and also Beyer et. al. have attempted teaching visualisation online [4]. A few examples of this include
teaching engineering students abstract mathematical concepts using simulations and animations [19], in medicine
for explaining the anatomy of the brain and the skull through stereoscopic 3D visualization [22] and even towards
enhancing coordination of construction projects [7, 28]. Visualization-based technologies have also found widespread
use in the teaching domain, as mentioned above, since using them as Teaching aids to assist the learning experience
has helped learners understand various concepts easily [14, 45].
Visualization is central to learning subjects where students are expected to be meta-cognitive with respect to
visualizations such as the core sciences [34]. External representations (diagrams, graphs, and representative models) are
considered to be valuable tools for teachers [7, 22]. The formation of various visualizations using these representations
plays a key role in multiple areas of learning and helps students understand and recollect concepts better [17].
Digital intervention in teaching and learning of mathematics is an area that has garnered interest from researchers
and practitioners alike [6]. The use of interactive technology to create mathematical models has been a subject of study
to help build upon objects that are used towards aiding with abstractions [5]. Other studies have also compared flipper
learning models with gamification to traditional methods [29]. The findings show that the approach promoted cognitive
engagement among students. Considering the impact of gamification, Kamalodeen et al., have presented the methods
involved in including gamification elements to teach geometry in elementary schools [23]. Keegan et al. describe use
of virtual reality based visualizations to aid in teaching multi-variable calculus [24], however this did not translate to
better understanding. The authors find that VR is not always a suitable replacement to classroom based learning but
can be used as teaching aids. Construct3D is a tool designed for mathematics and geometry education [25]. It helps
with 3D geometry construction and is based on "Studierstube", which is a collaborative augmented reality system. The
study describes efforts towards how the tool helps in maximizing the transfer of learning. TrueBiters has been proposed
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as an educational game to help students in the first undergraduate course learn and practice concepts in propositional
logic [10]. This game is designed as a two-player mobile application and motivates students in practicing truth-tables
corresponding to different logical operators in propositional logic [10].
Few studies also explore the use of open source tools such as GeoGebra 1 , an interactive application that aims to help
visualize concepts in mathematics and science and Desmos2 , a tool which can quickly create graphical simulations for
equations. One of the works in literature also describes use of the tool to support high school students’ understanding
of conditional probability and Bayes’ theorem [1]. The work also aims to improve high school students’ risk literacy
and critical thinking. SimReal is a visualization tool for teaching mathematics [19]. It provides video lessons, interactive
simulations, and animations to enhance comprehension and engagement in abstract mathematics subjects. Güven et al.
highlight the potential of a dynamic geometry software (DGS), Cabri 3D to teach analytic geometry of space [18]. The
paper also states how prospective mathematics teachers found the tool helpful in simplifying the explanation of 3D
geometry concepts to students.
Visualization has gained increased visibility in the domain of mathematics education. It plays a rich role in helping
out students in learning and doing mathematics [35]. Roderick Nicolson describes SUMIT a system that assists in
teaching of arithmetic in the classroom [33]. The positive impacts of visualization based learning in mathematics as
discussed above and the lack of tools that better aid in learning mental mathematics systems serve as the motivation for
this work. A majority of the tech based interventions in mathematics education have been classified as augmentation or
that it aims to improve the traditional approaches through functional development [8]. Along similar lines we propose
VedicViz as a tool to aid learners in understanding and practicing many useful techniques of Vedic Mathematics, through
the use of visualizations.
3

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF VEDICVIZ

The current version of VedicViz supports simulating addition, multiplication and square root evaluation based on
some of the 16 main Sutras/formulae in Vedic Mathematics. The Vedic Mathematics system also includes 13 more
sub-sutras and their corollaries, along with the main sutras. One of these formulae is used as a part of VedicViz, the
URDHVA-TRIBHAGYAM, which is Sanskrit for vertically and crosswise. This method makes use of cross multiplications
to directly get digits in the final answer without necessitating a full evaluation. Other techniques used in the visualizer
include place value-based addition, which is provided in the first level as it is easy to understand and implement. For
square roots, an analytic approach is implemented. One of the issues with a large number of rapid math tricks and
Vedic techniques is that there are usually restrictions on the cases where they can be used. The methods had to be
selected to address this issue so that they are not too context-specific. This information is further incorporated into the
information about each method that is being demonstrated by VedicViz. In the case of operands for which the method
cannot be run, a warning message will be displayed.
3.1

Web App Structure

VedicViz is a web deployed React application 3 that makes use of the flexibility available in the framework to allow
visualization of Vedic Mathematics principles in a step-wise approach. It allows the user to use its functionally as a
calculator, and also it produces the computational steps involved in the calculation in a form that is replicable by the
1 https://www.geogebra.org/
2 https://www.desmos.com/
3 https://reactjs.org/
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Fig. 1. Front-end components and controls: (a) Control components to begin and pause visualization, (b) Live rolling list of steps
followed, (c) Information about selected method, (d) Dual visualization area, (e) Latent Space for sub-steps, (f) Method options, (g)
History of executed steps revealed on tapping component c.

user. Components of the visualizer were built to be reusable and modular so that it can be expanded further, to support
a large variety of Vedic methods. It also facilitates improving the appearance, behavior, and functionality as required.
The project was initially structured into four main components, namely Control Options, Visualization Area, Latent
Space and Method switcher as shown in Figure 1. The functionality of each of these was further modified based on
suggestions, feedback received from high school maths teachers on improvements that would help aide teaching better.
In the background, the flow between algorithms and the Visualizer component is handled through Async generators
4 . The front-end states are managed through respective state variables, and the publicly required information is handled

through a Redux store 5 . This enables invoking exposed points of entry from anywhere in the application to achieve
the desired outcome. It also makes use of the react-grid-layout package 6 to support dynamic updates and resizing. The
kind of layout used can be specified by the algorithm to ensure the inclusion of special blocks to be used during the
visualization. This can also be utilized to have guide blocks such as the operation appender depicted in Figure 2(c).
3.2

Visualizer

The Visualizer is the primary focus of the app from an end-users’ perspective. It takes input supplied after processing
the respective algorithms invoked. It is divided into two areas, and the first shows the step-wise implementation of
the traditional method used to solve problems, while the second area proposes an alternative Vedic method. Both
components perform the same computations, however, going about it in different ways as directed by the algorithms.
All implemented Vedic algorithms display evaluations similar to that meant to be performed by the students. In Figure 2
4 https://javascript.info/async-iterators-generators
5 https://redux.js.org/api/store

6 https://github.com/STRML/react-grid-layout
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Fig. 2. A visualization in progress,(a) Traditional method, (b) Vedic method, (c) Custom block in action.

Fig. 3. Latent space with basic calculations being performed in (a) and evaluated in (b) for the main step.

we see multiple numbers being added and in Figure 3 we show the multiplication of 2 large numbers which we will go
over in detail.
In order to show the interaction between multiple cards for a step, nodes visited in each step are animated. The
visited values are worked upon by the background logic implemented in the algorithm. Description of action of each
step can be found in the rolling list on top. Tapping on this list displays all the steps completed so far. This can be used
for review later on as well, as shown in Figure 1(b).
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3.3

Latent Space

Each of the methods has a separate algorithm file that handles analyzing, modulating, and returning the steps to be
performed onto the visualizer. Latent space, as shown in Figure 3(a), displays the responses received from the Vedic
algorithms. This is used to indicate the necessary basic calculations that were executed by the algorithm to get to the
next step. It serves as a volatile display of the current and past two basic operations, as depicted in Figure 3 which
shows two 5 digit numbers being multiplied.
By default, every background operation is meant to be passed through the latent space as it processes the statements
sent, with the help of node package Math.js 7 , allowing for complex sub-steps if the need arises. At the end of each
main step, the evaluated value is returned to the visualizer and is handled based on the method’s logic. Even though
both types of methods are built to pass through latent space in the current design, only the steps involved in the Vedic
methods are passed through it due to the comparative layout, which could be easily enabled.
4

USER SCENARIO

Consider Veda, a high school student who wants to learn Vedic Mathematics. On loading up the website, she is presented
with the web application, its components are shown in Figure 1. She selects the method that she wants to learn about
using the drop-down and then selects the suggested level from those available. She decides to try out the multiplication
method first. On reading about the method from the info-button, indicated by Figure 1(c), she learns that the method
allows multiplication between numbers with an equal number of digits but is unique because the parts of the final
answer are obtained at each step and hence, the complete answer is obtained in one go. The info-panel also gives her
an insight into how the method can easily be extended for numbers without an equal number of digits by appending
zeroes to the left. Now she enters the operands of her doubt into the app through the component depicted in Figure 1(a)
and hits the calculate button. The visualization is displayed on the screen with a part of the main area showing the
methods she was familiar with as shown by Figure 2(a) and the other part depicting the Vedic principles step by step in
Figure 2(b).
The visualization of this method is shown in Figure 4 as a sequence of screenshots during the visualization. The
steps shown are as follows
• Multiply the one’s digits together and note the answer
• Multiply the diagonals and add them together and note the answer considering the next place value
• Depending on the length of the numbers taken it will have to be repeated again.
Here since its a 3 digit number we first make a group of 2 columns on the right followed by all 3 columns and
finally the 2 columns on the left
• Multiply the digits in the highest place value and note the answer into the next place value
The animations are used to draw attention to the current operation being performed and changes happening on screen.
The other components on the page are used in tandem to describe each of these steps as they are visualized.
The latent memory allowed keeping track of what operations were being performed by the Vedic method. Depiction of
both methods allow her to easily grasp how the methods differ from each other. She finds the main step being performed
described at the top in a list, that can be opened up to view all steps executed so far. Other detailed information about
the sub-steps, if required, kept appearing in a flashing yellow box. Towards the right in the latent space section, she
finds all the ongoing background basic calculations as a rolling list. Once the simulation is underway, she can pause and
7 https://mathjs.org/
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Fig. 4. Step-wise snapshot of Vedic criss-cross method as visualized by VedicViz.

resume, enabling her to follow along at her own pace. She also finds the ability to get steps for any specific question
useful to practice and learn.
5

EVALUATION

VedicViz has been developed with the main aim of aiding students towards learning to use various principles known as
Sutras in Vedic Mathematics, through visualization. Hence, we aimed to evaluate the usefulness and user experience
towards using VedicViz. Other visualization tools in the literature, developed with similar aims of helping students
in learning multiple concepts across different domains, have been evaluated against similar dimensions such as user
experiences, intention to use, usefulness and ease of use. Most of these evaluations included questionnaire-based user
surveys, following various Technology Acceptance Models [43] such as TAM (Technology Acceptance Model), UTAUT
(Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology) and IDT (Innovation Diffusion Theory). Similar to the evaluation
of visualization tools in the literature, VedicViz has also been evaluated through a questionnaire-based user survey
[27, 44].
Considering the factors against which VedicViz has to be evaluated, an adapted evaluation model of TAM2 fits
well, which is an enhanced version of TAM. It deals with aspects that include Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Perceived
Usefulness (PU), Behavioral Intention to use (BI) and Actual Use (AU). The decisions taken by users with respect to
adapting to a new technology or innovations influence the factors mentioned in TAM2. Along with these factors, user
decisions are also influenced by another factor - Complexity (C) of the technology, which we considered for evaluation
of VedicViz. In addition, we evaluated VedicViz for correctness of the visualization, which refers to the accuracy and
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relevance of rendered visualization based on the operations selected by users. This consolidates to an enhanced and
adapted TAM2 model, consisting of the following six factors - Perceived Ease Of Use (PEOU), Perceived Usefulness
(PU), Behavioral Intention to Use (BI), Actual Use (AU), Complexity (C) and Correctness (CR).
To evaluate VedicViz, we circulated a user survey among 20 students, who were in their high school education level.
This survey consisted of a questionnaire-based on the adapted TAM2 model. The questionnaire also included questions
aimed towards gathering demographic information of the participants. The questionnaire thus consisted of 18 questions
to be answered on a five-point Likert scale, 3 of which referred to the demographics and the rest of the questions
referred to user perceptions, streamlined with factors of the adapted TAM2 model. Table 1 shows the questionnaire and
the results obtained in terms of mean and standard deviation. All the volunteers were given a tutorial that included an
explanation of working of VedicViz, accompanied by a demonstration of an example visualization for sample operands
and operation. After the tutorial, all volunteers were provided with the link to access VedicViz. They were requested
to use multiple options provided on VedicViz, for various examples of their choice. The questionnaire designed by
adapting the TAM2 model for VedicViz was then forwarded to the volunteers and they were requested to answer the
questionnaire-based on their experience and perception, on 5-point Likert Scale along with an option to provide open
suggestions.
We further tried to understand the usefulness of VedicViz, as a self-learning tool, as perceived by teachers. Hence,
we requested 15 school teachers to give their feedback on the tool. The questionnaire shared included the following
questions:
• Will the screen partitions be helpful to the students in your opinion?
• Which grades do you feel this tool would be most effective in ?
• How would you rate the tool for self learning ? (Rate on a scale of 1 to 5)
Of the 13 teachers who provided feedback, 9 teach students of upper primary and 4 teach high school students. They
provided their feedback in terms of what features could be added or improved in VedicViz. 8 .
6

RESULTS

The three demographic questions in the questionnaire refers to details about the age group, gender, and familiarity with
Vedic Mathematics among the participants. The demographics-based questionnaire results indicate that the participant
set consisted 35% Female participants and 65% Male participants, with all the participants in the age group of 16-17
years. The demographic analysis results also indicate that a majority of the participants are not familiar with Vedic
Mathematics (70% of the participants have never used Vedic Mathematics). Only 15% of the participants responded
to be familiar with Vedic Mathematics. These results also indicate the need for VedicViz, towards introducing Vedic
Mathematics to a wide range of people. The participants’ common age group is due to the selected sample, as VedicViz
was aimed to help students in their higher education level in learning Vedic Mathematics.
The results of the user survey for questions referring to perception and correctness, based on the adapted TAM2
model, are presented as the mean and standard deviation in Figure 5. All the questions were answered based on a
5-point Likert Scale, where the maximum number of points(5) refers to strongly agree, while the minimum number
of points(1) refers to strongly disagree. This implies that score close to 5 indicates better acceptance among the users
while that close to 1 indicates lower acceptance.
8 Survey

Details https://dataosf.page.link/vedicviz
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Table 1. Adapted TAM2 based questionnaire and its results.

Factors
C
C
PU
PU

PU

PU
PU
PEOU
PEOU
PEOU
BI
BI
AU
CR

Questions
Using VedicViz is compatible with my learning style
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
Using VedicViz fits well with the way I like to learn
new concepts
(1= strongly disagree, 5= strongly agree)
Using VedicViz would improve my scope of understanding
real-time use of concepts in the VedicViz
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
Using VedicViz would increase my productivity in
learning Vedic Mathematics
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
Using VedicViz would enhance my effectiveness in
learning and understanding multiple principles of
Vedic Mathematics
(1=strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
Using VedicViz would make it easier for me to
learn Vedic Mathematics
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
I think using VedicViz is very useful for me to learn.
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
I think learning to use VedicViz is easy
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
I think becoming skillful at using VedicViz is easy
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
I think using VedicViz is easy
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
Assuming I had access to VedicViz, I intend to use it
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
VedicViz has made my learning interactive
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
I would often engage learning Vedic Mathematics
via VedicViz
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)
Visualizations displayed by VedicViz are relevant
to the operations selected
(1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree)

Mean

SD

3.6

0.734

4

0.707

3.9

0.7

3.95

0.973

4.4

0.489

3.9

0.943

4

0.836

3.75

0.766

4

0.707

3.95

0.864

4.2

0.6

4.4

0.734

4

0.547

4.2

0.748

The Table 2 indicates correlation between the existing factors of TAM2 additional Complexity (C) factor. The factor
C, is observed to have positive correlations with all the factors, PU, PEOU, BI, and AU of TAM2. The positive correlation
of C with factors of TAM2 also reinforces the idea of integrating Complexity with TAM2 model. PU is observed to
have a strong positive correlation with PEOU, BI, and AU, inferring that perceived usefulness is affected by ease of use,
intention to use and actual use. However, a weak positive correlation of PEOU with AU indicates that perceived ease of
use is scarcely affected by actual use with respect to VedicViz. There is a strong positive correlation between BI and AU,
indicating that actual use and intention are strongly dependent on each other. Table 2 does not display Correctness
(CR) factor as it deals with validity of VedicViz, rather than with user decisions.
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Table 2. Correlation Analysis Results of adapted TAM2 model.

C
PU
PEOU
BI
AU

C

PU

PEOU

BI

AU

1
0.327
0.308
0.367
0.484

1
0.557
0.564
0.456

1
0.566
0.152

1
0.409

1

Fig. 5. Mean and Standard Deviation plots for factors of adapted TAM2 model in the questionnaire.

The results presented in Figure 5 indicate that all the questions have mean value greater than 3, indicating better
acceptance of VedicViz among a majority of the participants. The lower standard deviations for a majority of the
questions indicate that many participants have similar views towards VedicViz. For example, question PU3 refers to
Perceived Usefulness and precisely queries the user whether “using VedicViz would enhance users’ effectiveness in learning
and understanding multiple principles of Vedic Mathematics’ and has a mean value of 4.4 and standard deviation of 0.48.
The maximum mean and lesser standard deviation indicates that the majority of the participants either strongly agreed
or agreed to the question PU3, inferring that VedicViz is useful to the users.
All other mean values further infer that VedicViz is considerably easy to use, with the majority of the participants
finding it useful. The mean values of questions BI1 and BI2 are greater than 4, indicating that a majority of the
participants intend to use VedicViz. Participants have also provided textual feedback and suggestions on improving
VedicViz. User feedback and suggestions include:
• “give solved examples on the website so that we can see..."
• “some references could be added so that the interested user can learn more about the topic"
In the user survey with school teachers, 8 of the 13 teachers rated either 4 or 5 (out of 5), for self-learning through
VedicViz. They have also suggested various improvements, that included use of better animations, tutorial videos, better
color-combinations, quizzes, and so on.
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DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

With the teaching environment continuously shifting away from the in-person instruction model, visualization techniques are becoming one of the most popular and effective means of content delivery and abstraction to better understand
and enhance student learning. VedicViz is an attempt towards the visualization of principles in Vedic Mathematics and
promoting their use in a manner that makes it easy to learn and practice.
There are certain constraints that come with the current model used for visualization. Due to the block-based
approach, there are some limitations on what kinds of visualization can be implemented. Due to the large variety of
Vedic methods that exist, it becomes difficult to generalize the system for all. However, since most of the methods involve
manipulating the original inputs, the current workflow allows for many different ways to depict a method. Depending
on the complexity of the algorithm, the amount of data to be tracked by the user might increase. Also, measures have
been taken to prevent this information overload through separated out components, and specific meanings were added
to updates that occur in each of them. Another limitation is the sample size of participants in the survey study. This is
too small, making statistical analysis based conclusions weak.
The current version of the tool is under active development and is being improved based on feedback from learners
and instructors alike. It currently incorporates four types of operations and their respective traditional implementations.
However, it currently does not explain the processes in detail to satiate different target audiences. Lack of audio guidance
could also make it difficult for users who are learning Vedic Mathematics for the first time. Since the model runs on
a step by step basis, it does not currently have the means to go in-depth about a particular step for long, as it would
impact the overall experience on successive runs. In addition, the user interface of the tool itself could be improved to
make it easy for learners.
8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have discussed the growing use of visualization techniques in the learning ecosystem employed,
especially in teaching mathematics. Several visual methods have been employed in the educational domain to enhance
the delivery of information and knowledge. However, to the best of our knowledge, not much work has been done
towards aiding teaching of mental arithmetic systems. Hence, in this paper we have proposed a web-based application
VedicViz. The app facilitates visualization of Vedic Math principles and compares them to the traditional workflow in
order to help users in gaining a better understanding of how to use them.
The motivation behind VedicViz was to provide a means to simplify learning and practicing mental arithmetic systems
like Vedic Mathematics. This was accomplished by building a teaching aid that allows multiple ways of visualizing math
and explaining the procedure. It seeks to help promote simulation of the background mental steps in an operation,
shifting the focus from direct evaluation based design to abstraction and understanding.
The application currently uses a dynamic table based foundation to hold components for the simulation. But this
workflow introduces certain limitations to how the algorithm can be depicted. It can be extended further by building on
a free canvas as a foundation to enable a large variety of visual presentations, which could also increase the models’
flexibility. We are also continuing work based on received feedback in order to target different levels of expertise. Much
more detailed explanations and an audio guidance system is also a part of the future work.
In the future, we plan to add specific features to make the learning experience more personalized. We also plan to
add options to time each run and hence help the user get better with practice and by generating practice problems
based on the initial query of the user. Other future plans include adding support for more methods, both numerical
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and analytical, into the visualizer. This includes adding new operations as well as support for a wider variety of
visualizations and simplifying the existing package to facilitate easier addition of custom modules to the system to
improve its functionality.
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